
Peel–N-Stick Application Instructions 
Recommended for Improved Results 

 
First, Place a coat of epoxy on the blank where you will be placing the 
decal.  Let this dry. THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT!  The decal will come pre-
cut to size with excess decal material removed from it, so there is no 
need for trimming on your part.   The decal itself comes sandwiched be-
tween the backing and a top carrier sheet. This allows you to handle the 
decal without touching its adhesive side. 
 
 To apply the decal:  
1. lift the carrier sheet from the backing. The decal will come with the 

top sheet.  
2. Place the decal down on the rod in the desired position.  
3. Start from the middle and rub the bubbles from there to the edge. You     

may rub firmly or take a finishing tool and rub over the carrier sheet. 
4. We highly suggest you take a heat gun or hair dryer for approx 10-15 

seconds over the decal. This is especially important for decals with  
intricate fin detail.  

5. Then peel the carrier sheet away and the decal remains in place. Your 
fingers never need to touch the decal because you have the carrier sheet 
to hold on to it. 

6. Once applied, you are ready to apply your finishing coat of epoxy over 
the decal. Although decals are printed using extremely durable, fade   
resistant resin ink, applying a clear top coat will enhance the color  
of the decal and provide additional protection, especially to the edges. 
It is recommended that ONLY a quality two-part epoxy rod finish be used 
(e.g. FlexCoat, U-40 LS Supreme or similar). DO NOT USE ACETONE when 
mixing epoxy. Do NOT apply one-part urethane finishes containing     
solvents (e.g. U-40 Perma Gloss) directly to the decal. Solvents will 
ruin the finish on the decal. 

 

Find our entire selection of decals in our current catalog  
or click here to view online. 

C512 
DOGFISH 

C513 
TILEFISH 

C514 
SEA ROBIN 

C515 
STING RAY 

C516 
BUNKER 


